Particular attention is being paid to industrial processes due to their energy intensive nature, which can have environmental impact on a broad scale. Additionally, this high use of energy can create economic inefficiencies for the producers themselves.

Green cement, so named for its environmental benefits, is regarded as a more sustainable solution with far reaching impacts by reducing the CO₂ emissions and overall fuel consumption. The move to green cement has been proven to significantly decrease emissions levels associated with cement production, while also reducing costs for producers, while still maintaining a high standard product for consumers with the potential for added benefits such as enhanced durability and increased plasticity within the concrete.

One of the main challenges to widespread adoption in the past has been the issue of colour, as the iron content found in some Supplementary Cementitious Material (SCM) used to produce green cement can result in a reddish hue rather than the traditional grey colouring, which may not be preferred by the end-user. Recently, there have been advances made in colour management strategies to negate this issue, which has helped further renew interest across the industry. It must be noted, however, that cement colour has no relation with its quality or strength development, so cement producers have been working on marketing initiatives to ensure the traditional ‘cement grey’ colouring is maintained in the final product.

FCT have developed FlashCalx™ and RotaCalx™ specialist clay calcining technologies to assist producers in achieving these benefits, as well as developing a proprietary solution to ensure the traditional ‘cement grey’ colouring is maintained in the final product.

Road map for green cement production

1 Introduction
With humans consuming about 4 billion t/a, cement is a crucial industry for the ongoing development of infrastructure globally. On the other hand, the traditional cement production process creates approximately 8% of the world’s man-made carbon emissions.

Last year marked the fifth anniversary of the landmark Paris Agreement, supported by 196 countries across the world. The agreement strives for a significant drop in global warming by 2050, limiting it to less than 2°C above pre-industrial levels. In accordance with this, there has been a push to adopt stricter regulations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by signatory countries.

Particular attention is being paid to industrial processes due to their energy intensive nature, which can have environmental impact on a broad scale. Additionally, this high use of energy can create economic inefficiencies for the producers themselves.

Green cement, so named for its environmental benefits, is regarded as a more sustainable solution with far reaching impacts by reducing the CO₂ emissions and overall fuel consumption. The move to green cement has been proven to significantly decrease emissions levels associated with cement production, while also reducing costs for producers, while still maintaining a high standard product for consumers with the potential for added benefits such as enhanced durability and increased plasticity within the concrete.

One of the main challenges to widespread adoption in the past has been the issue of colour, as the iron content found in some Supplementary Cementitious Material (SCM) used to produce green cement can result in a reddish hue rather than the traditional grey colouring, which may not be preferred by the end-user. Recently, there have been advances made in colour management strategies to negate this issue, which has helped further renew interest across the industry. It must be noted, however, that cement colour has no relation with its quality or strength development, so cement producers have been working on marketing initiatives
to evaluate the possible acceptance of a cement with a distinguished colour from what is understood as normal cement colour.

2 Greening the cement mix
In Portland Cement production, pulverised limestone is a main ingredient in the raw mix, along with sources of silica, aluminium, iron, and other components. The mix is then pyro-processed at 1450°C to produce clinker, the rock-like material that is ground down into powder and is the main constituent of cement.

During pyro-processing, the raw material is de-carbonated, which is a necessary path to produce the cementitious mineral compounds in clinker resulting in significant CO₂ emissions. Additionally, there are also CO₂ emissions that vary according to the fuel source used to heat the raw materials to such high temperatures.

In the production of Green Cement, Supplementary Cementitious Material (SCM), processed between 600°C and 900°C, are used as a partial substitute for clinker in the final cement making process. Green Cement retains the cement strength of Portland Cement, and in some cases even improves plasticity. As in compound cement, less clinker is used and less heat is required to produce artificial SCM, less CO₂ is emitted in the production process.

Environmental and economic benefits of green cement production are achieved through:

- Using SCM as a substitute for some of the clinker inherently lowers the amount of CO₂ emitted
- SCM is processed usually below 800°C compared to the 1450°C required for clinker and so less thermal energy is required, which lowers operational costs
- The reduction in fuel needed for processing can also reduce emission levels, depending on which fuel type is used

3 Defining Supplementary Cementitious Materials (SCM)
SCM can be defined as amorphous silico-aluminous material with hydraulically binding characteristics. There are various types of SCM that can be used in green cement, including natural volcanic materials, limestone, industrial by-products such as fly ash and slag, as well as natural or synthetic pozzolans.

As natural gas has become less expensive, and in response to the international CO₂ reduction targets, power station operators are moving away from coal firing, which has resulted in both the reduced availability and increased price of fly-ash. Slag is also in high demand and not readily available anymore. As a result, pozzolans have become very popular SCM sources for green cement production, although suitable deposits of natural pozzolans can be scarce in some regions and challenging to access.

In such cases, or where uniformity is desired, synthetic pozzolans including calcined clay have become the premier choice of SCM. Clay is readily available virtually everywhere and deposits tend to be very heterogeneous, but clays used as pozzolans typically need Al₂O₃ to be in the range from 17% to 38%. The content of sand and other impurities can vary enormously, usually in a range from 5 to 50% and can include significant levels of iron oxide. Another point to be considered is the moisture levels which can vary between 5 and 75%, depending on the source of the clay.

While Portland Cement is high in Calcium based compounds, pozzolan is chiefly a siliceous material, as demonstrated in Figure 1. Several types of clay can be used as SCMs after activation, with kaolinite, illite and montmorillonite being the most common types. Fineness of the clay after drying can range from a few micrometers to a few micrometers.  

4 Activating the clay
The activation of clay pozzolans are heavily dependent on three basic factors:

- Mineralogical composition of clay
- Crystallinity
- Optimal calcination temperature

The main aim of the industrial processing of pozzolans is to remove hydroxyl from the clay structure (as opposed to removing the carbon dioxide from the limestone structure in clinker production), and this process leads to the activation of alumina and silica oxides.

It is important to note that a low calcination temperature will not activate the clay completely and an excessive calcination temperature can cause the recrystallization of the clay structure, as shown in Figure 2. Both cases substantially decrease the
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reactivity of the clay. Of the clays mentioned, kaolinite is the easiest to work with because it has the widest temperature range for successful calcination. Some other clays, including montmorillonite, have a much smaller range at which they can be precisely heated to achieve activation before recrystallization occurs.

Two of the most common methods for the industrial processing of pozzolans are via suspension calciner (also known as a flash calciner), or via rotary kiln. FCT has developed versions of each of these technologies in the form of FlashCalx and RotaCalx, based on FCT team’s extensive experience working with calcined clay technologies for more than four decades. Having these two products in its portfolio, FCT is an unbiased partner to find the best solution in each specific project, to each specific client, each specific set of constraints and especially with each specific type of clay.

5 Evaluating the best calcination method

The heating process that the clay is submitted to in both technologies is similar, however each method has its own particularities, advantages, and disadvantages. Trade-off studies should be conducted, and individual projects evaluated with their own specifics and particular costs, to find the best solution on a case-by-case basis.

A key factor for consideration is the characterisation of the clay. For example, flash calcination is usually preferred for clays with a very small and precise calcination temperature window. However, for clays with very hard particles, a rotary kiln would be the better option due to the longer residence time.

Other important factors for consideration include the intended processing amount, whether the plant is greenfield or brownfield, whether there is a call to integrate or repurpose existing equipment, available footprint, the fuel type(s) to be used, and the available budget.

Figure 3 demonstrates the different factors that could influence selection when evaluating the best method for processing SCM.

6 Producing green cement with FlashCalx technology

FCT has developed FlashCalx technology, a flash calciner for the thermal treatment of clay which results in a highly reactive pozzolan for green cement. Generally, the use of a flash calciner is acknowledged to be the ideal solution for greenfield plants as opposed to a rotary kiln, as in most cases, the flash calciner solution can offer faster return of investment.

Characterised by quick start, easy operation, and a small footprint, FlashCalx is available in various sizes with either a separate line or inline calciner depending on the client’s needs. The system allows for hot gases to be recycled at various points, resulting in reduced fuel and heat consumption. An increase in up to 20% on strength development has also been reported when the flash calciner based SCM is used as part of a blended cement.

Before it can be fed into the FlashCalx, the clay must be a dry, fine powder. To achieve this, the raw material must be dried down to 1% moisture through either a flash dryer, rotary dryer, or similar, depending on the moisture content, electric energy consumption, footprint, and other factors.

Although clays are by nature a fine material, a dryer-grinder may instead be necessary and should be carefully selected based on the moisture and composition of the material. The installation of a grinder can also provide other benefits, including
the ability to remove inert material such as sand removal prior to injection into the flash calciner, which would reduce specific thermal energy requirements and maintenance (Figure 4).

In the beginning of the process, the first two cyclones on the top of the tower are used for heating the calcined clay. A bucket elevator is used to feed the fine clay to the top of the tower. The elevator can also be used to create the recirculation of clay in the tower, especially during the preheating process, thereby virtually eliminating off-spec material.

After the material is fed into the flash calciner, the target is to increase the temperature of the clay to the required calcination temperature which is material specific. Heat transfer is achieved through intimate contact between the hot gases and the fine clay particles, creating improved heat recuperation for the system when compared to a rotary kiln. An induced draft process fan controls the transport in the preheat/calcination sections, while a baghouse filter is applied for dedusting. The gases coming out from the flash calciner installation can then be reutilised to dry and grind the raw clay, further decreasing thermal consumption.

An innovative hot gas generator provides extreme fuel flexibility for the client to use the most readily available, preferred, or cost-effective fuels. The hot gas generator fires not only traditional fuels such as natural gas, fuel oil and pulverised fuel, but also solid fuels without need for grinding, including lumpy coal/petcoke and alternative fuels such as biomass and RDF/SRF (Figure 5).

Dihydroxylation of the clay is achieved between the calciner riser and calciner cyclone. The reaction temperature is easily controlled by a temperature-fuel PID loop, normally ranging from 600°C to 900°C depending on the characteristics of the clay. As mentioned, the ability to control the temperature within a narrow window is key, especially for more temperamental clays such as montmorillonite, so that recrystallisation does not occur.

Refractory is only applied in the combustion chamber, riser and calciner cyclone, which makes heating faster, less expensive and provides the ability to re-start the system from cold condition within 1–2 hours. Through FlashCalx all material is transported either through pneumatic conveying or gravity, translating to a low maintenance, low weight, and high reliability installation.

Once the reaction is complete, the product arrives at a set of cooling cyclones which are responsible for decreasing the calcine temperature while recovering heat to both the hot gas generator and raw meal drying. Gas flow in the cooling section is controlled by another process fan, which allows for separate control between the preheating/calcination section and the cooling section of the calciner, adding more flexibility to the system. Finally, the product is pneumatically or mechanically conveyed to the product silos or directly to the finish mill separator to be blended with cement. As FlashCalx easily controls and prevents the melting and agglomeration of the clay, the calcine has a high specific surface area, which leads to a highly reactive pozzolan with none or minimal requirement for finish grinding.

7 FCT’s RotaCalx solution and comparison
RotaCalx is FCT’s rotary kiln solution for clay calcining, suitable for both greenfield plants as well as brownfield projects where a kiln may have been mothballed previously and some equipment still exists (Figure 6).
Clinker rotary kilns can be effectively repurposed for clay calcining application, and FCT engineers have extensive experience with this dating back to the 1980’s. Existing parts of kilns or dryers can be matched and integrated with new equipment to complete the design and supply with reduced capital costs.

Although homogenous granulometry is required to achieve homogenous calcination, rotary calcining allows for a coarser feed material to be utilised due to longer residence time in the kiln. For clays with higher moisture content RotaCalx allows operators to directly feed the material to the back of the kiln. This can result in reduced costs associated with pre-processing, since there is no need for grinding and drying of the material prior to injection in the kiln.

A wide range of fuels can be used, and multiple fuel types can be fired simultaneously. Rotary calcining can also be a desirable option for operators who wish to use fuels that are lighter in weight, such as fluff or sawdust, that may be less suited to use in hot gas generators installed as part of a flash calcining plant.

Table 1 provides a comparison of the two discussed calcined clay technologies.

8 Controlling the colour of calcined clays in green cement

In the past, a key challenge to commercialisation of green cement has been the ability to keep the traditional cement grey colouring, as the iron (Fe) content often found in clay can result in the product being a reddish hue depending on how it combines to oxygen (O).

Although the colour of the cement does not correlate with any issue of quality, it can have an influence on the end-user’s perception and ultimately be rejected in some cases. Different strategies exist to negate this issue, and each has its own advantages and disadvantages (Figure 7).

Iron compounds in the form of hematite (Fe₂O₃) have a reddish hue and when in the form of magnetite (Fe₃O₄) have a dark-greyish hue. At higher temperatures, the iron is mostly in the form of magnetite. Therefore, it is important to keep the iron in magnetite form during the cooling of the clay after calcination, somewhat like what is required in white clinker manufacturing, to allow the traditional grey colour (or white, in case of white clinker) to be maintained.

One strategy is oxygen depletion, where oxygen is minimised in the kiln operation. This can be achieved by either operating in close to a reducing condition (e.g., in the back of the kiln where the oxygen monitor can be set at less than 1%), or by fuel injection close to the kiln discharge, or in the cooler or injecting fuel mixed directly with the raw clay. However, the associated secondary fuel source for
colour control will require additional control and more equipment. Mixing fuel to the clay input to the calciner can also generate problems with volatile organic compounds and other hazardous emissions as those constituents do not spend the necessary time at necessary temperature for their destruction.

Another strategy is quenching, where magnetite is stabilized from high temperatures down to approximately 350°C, so that it stays in its form. This can be achieved through water spraying, or by direct cooling in an inert environment, though this results in higher heat consumption as heat is not recuperated. Energy is also required for the water spray action and, as more gases are exhausted to extract the water, the installation becomes less efficient so an investment in larger equipment would be required, resulting in increased thermal and electrical energy consumption.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 A comparison of the benefits of FlashCalx and RotaCalx</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rotary kiln</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thermal efficiency</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thermal and electrical consumption</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calcination time</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thermal inertia</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grinding process</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maintenance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Product quality</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Investment</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FCT has developed an innovative alternative, through the addition of inorganic modifiers to achieve the traditional grey hue without impacting on fuel consumption or having a negative impact on emissions. Depending on the structure and mineralogy of the clay, instances where the method has resulted in additional side benefits, including increased strength, have been reported. Although an increase in temperature is required, the inorganic modifiers are inexpensive, there is limited handling involved compared to some other strategies, and the additional heat can be recovered.

9 Specialised support to achieve environmental and economic benefits

To ensure quality expectations are met, FCT collaborates with associated laboratories to perform Thermogravimetric/Differential Scanning Calorimeter and Reactivity tests, among others. These are performed at the very beginning of any clay calcination project evaluation to check which kind of technology and auxiliary equipment are required. FCT will review these analysis and tailor a solution to suit the specific requirements.

Access to pilot plants in Europe, and in the Americas, are available for testing, while industrial scale tests can also be performed in a 10 t/h unit. The calcined clay can be returned to the client to allow plant scale tests in the cement milling circuit for final proof of quality before building a full plant.

With a specialist team who have successfully commissioned tens of calcined clay plants around the world, FCT is well placed to provide specialist advice to customers to ensure smooth adoption of their chosen production method. The process, from initial evaluations to design and supply, is as follows (Figure 8):

» Phase 1: Raw material characterization – reactivity, colour, activation temperature, moisture, iron, sand, fineness and other factors are studied
» Phase 2: Conceptual design – a conceptual design of the calcination plant is made, including the main equipment selection based on the results of Phase 1
» Phase 3: Pilot plant tests and trial LC3 cement testing
» Phase 4: Plant scale production of calcined clay and bulk cement plant trials
» Phase 5: Design and supply, commissioning, and support of clay calciner

10 Summary
Commercialisation of green cement can offer significant environmental benefits for society, as well as economic benefits for producers, and for consumers, improved cement strength, durability, and plasticity has been reported in some cases. To get the best results, it is important to have a comprehensive understanding of the specific raw material to be used, as well as the associated clay activation mechanisms. Having an experienced partner can avoid possible drawbacks and shorten the learning curve of the plant personnel to maximise the potential benefits of green cement production. https://fctcombustion.com